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Good Evening,
I would just like to voice my concerns over a recent article I read on the LEP. I am a resident of Walton Park and was
extremely shocked and concerned when I read the article regarding The Hunters possibly losing their license.
have been visiting the restaurant for quite a few years now with my partner and 2 children and have visited often
with my parents and with my friends. I have never witnessed or experienced anything like described in the article
and can only assume it was people visiting out of the area on a one off football occasion.
Every time we have visited we have received outstanding customer service and found the place extremely well run
and organised.
tt's a welcoming family environment which you can see clearly, is run by a family, as they pride themselves on
creating a warming friendly atmosphere. I think it's disgusting that such a good pub should be tarnished on the
awful standards of individuals on an extremely rare occasion.
So much effort has been put in from management and staff to help keep going in what has been such an awful
year. Any pub would be extremely honoured to have such a manager as Paul and it's awful to think all his hard work
over building an impeccable reputation was ruined due to the behaviour of others.
I hope to be dining out at The Hunters within the coming weeks supporting a local business and their family, as
should the local council,
Many Thanks
Danielle Glover
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